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Throughout the two-year-two-month long war in Ukraine, as a crucial Russian ally, China has
supported Putin’s strategic military objective to de-Nazify and demilitarize the nation led by
an unscrupulous, greedily corrupt US/NATO backed Kiev regime.

A few months back, China even offered to broker a potential negotiated peace settlement as
a  much  needed  off  ramp  exit  for  Ukraine  President  Volodymyr  Zelensky,  but  the  US
adamantly rejected it. So late last week, when US Secretary of State Antony Blinken traveled
to Beijing to meet with counterpart Wang Yi and China’s leader Xi Jinping, topping Antony’s
agenda was  placing  increased pressure  on  China  to  cut  off existing  trade agreement  with
Russia, to stop sending materials that could indirectly support Russia’s war-making capacity.

Unlike US/West, China has not sent any weapons per se to Russia used on the Ukraine

battlefield, yet an April 26th Washington Post   accuses:

[China supplies] machine tools, drone parts, semiconductors and other items that are
key to fueling the Kremlin’s war in Ukraine.

Within hours after the US fired yet another shot across the bow at China amidst its hybrid
economic  war  against  its  chief  archrival  Beijing,  Blinken was there to  chide China for
supporting Russia’s war.

Last Wednesday, the US signed into law an ultimatum that China must either sell its own
social media giant TikTok to a non-Chinese company within nine months, or have it banned
in the US.

Then literally a couple hours later after essentially banning a Chinese company from doing
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business in the US, Blinken was meeting face-to-face with the top Beijing leadership strongly
urging the Chinese government to provide “a level playing field” for US firms in China.

His unipolar display of hypocrisy is recklessly, limitlessly, outrageously insane. But then
that’s exactly how the unipolar United States is used to operating globally.

On Monday April 29th, China’s Foreign Ministry spokesman Lin Jian claimed that the latest US
actions are infringing on China’s own national sovereignty, adding:

We urge the US to respect China’s core interests and major concerns,  and not to
implement these negative articles concerning China. Otherwise, China will take strong
and  resolute  measures  to  safeguard  our  sovereignty,  security  and  development
interests.

Lin Jian confronted Blinken’s audacity to accuse China of exporting goods to Russia that
allegedly helps Moscow produce weapons used in Ukraine, while for many months China has
pushed for a negotiated peace settlement in Ukraine. In exact opposite, stark contrast
throughout this protracted war, the US has alienated itself as the prime instigator, keeping
the conflict going and growing, in effect, subjecting the world to risking a far wider regional
war, potentially spreading throughout Europe as WWIII. Lin Jian confronted:

China’s right to normal trade and economic exchanges with countries in the world,
including Russia,  on the basis  of  equality  and mutual  benefit  should  not  be interfered
with or disrupted. The US keeps pouring munitions into Ukraine while blaming our
normal  trade  with  Russia.  It  is  pretty  clear  who  exactly  is  fueling  the  flame  and
aggravating  the  crisis.

Lin Jian called Washington out on its obvious double standard hypocrisy. After meeting with
the Chinese Foreign Ministry officials, Blinken then self-righteously pleaded his feeble case
to the world media:

Russia would struggle to sustain its war in Ukraine without China’s support… Fueling
Russia’s industrial base not only threatens Ukrainian security, it threatens European
security.  Beijing  cannot  achieve  better  relations  with  Europe  while  supporting  the
greatest threat to European security since the end of the Cold War. As we told China for
some time, ensuring transatlantic security is a core US interest.  In our discussions
today, I made clear that if China does not address this problem, we will.

Again, this frame of reference that Russia threatens the security of Europe is groundlessly
false.

For many decades it  has been the US/West/NATO that has always been the relentless
aggressor, constantly and provocatively poking to bait Moscow into a wider conflict and war.
All the while, Putin has demonstrated zero interest in a war against Europe, NATO or the US.

This is the West’s favorite propaganda lie to stoke fear and population control justifying the
US war machine through more divide and rule deception, always to ensure a designated
enemy is readily in place for waging nonstop Rothschild bankster wars. This over-the-top
twisted US hubris and unilateral exceptionalism is used to still pretend the US is the world’s
only superpower, in order to continue belligerently getting away with its globalist role as
world policeman and bully. In reality, the US is now a far more weakened and diminished
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has-been of a power. In desperation of losing its hegemonic control, today the globalists
have the US backed up into a corner with its  back against the wall,  financing and fighting
wars on three separate warfronts, and on the verge of secretly committing US boots on the
ground in each.

Speaking of which, Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin just admitted to Florida Congressman
Matt Gaetz that by the US building a military beachhead pier in Gaza under the oft-used,
flimsy  humanitarian  excuse,  US  soldiers  are  likely  to  draw  enemy  fire.  Austin  actually
quibbled  over  boots  being  on  the  ground  when  US  soldiers  are  on  the  offshore  pier.  But

according to an April 26th Associated Press article, a gunfire exchange between US military
boots on the ground and enemy combatants in Gaza has already occurred. With the Israeli
Defense Force set to launch its Rafah ground invasion, for all intents and purposes, despite
the Biden lie, the US already deploys boots on the ground in Gaza engaged in combat in a
regional Middle East war. Following its elites’ marching orders, the US is stuck in another
losing quagmire of lost war defeats in both Ukraine and Gaza. During an election year, the
Biden regime is humiliated and by the week, growing more desperate as the grim reality
sinks in.

US neocon interventionism has lost war after war after war – Vietnam, Iraq, Syria, Libya,
Afghanistan, and now Ukraine and Gaza.

Bottom line, this aggressive US foreign policy demanded by the bloodline puppet masters
unfolding, has failed in all regions of the globe by intended design.

Washington is now the laughing stock pariah of the entire world, no longer respected nor
feared, but only impotently crippled.

The US is incapable of bringing any semblance of peace anywhere and equally unable to
avoid  more protracted humiliating war  defeats,  having pursued a  nonstop deliberately
flawed  hyperaggressive  foreign  policy  strategy  built  by  elite  diabolical  design  to  not  win
every  war  since  World  War  II.

On multiple warfronts, following the elites’ dictates bent on destroying both America and the
West, US/NATO has been corralled into going out of its way to foolishly, suicidally immerse
itself in multiple needless regional conflict, deliberately falling into the Darkside laid trap of
fomenting the long-plotted World War III. The controllers have strategically deployed US
hegemony in its diminishing returns now to push, provoke and manipulate on at least three
warfronts, each presenting zero threat to US national security. Meanwhile, also by globalist
plan, traitors in Washington have conspicuously left the US border wide open, defenseless,
unsecured, unfunded, to now arguably become America’s greatest national security threat
as its fatal Pandora’s box breach.

But  clicking  its  heels  in  strict,  total  obedience  to  its  puppet  masters’  orders,  the  US
government continues to take no action whatsoever to seal off and stop the bleeding of its
invaded,  open  wound border  in  order  to  protect  its  own national  security  or  its  own
American citizens, per elites’ replacement agenda.

That’s why Braindead and US Congress follow suicidal orders, floundering on multi-warfronts
creating multi-warzones of its own making, on the way to igniting the Big Bang of World War
III.
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Clearly, Blinken’s foreign policy leadership implicates himself as a true US traitor, warranting
military tribunal prosecution for full-blown treason. And so have the near 96% of US House
members  and  82%  of  US  senators  in  Congress  who  voted  to  finance  costly  foreign  wars
while leaving the border war at home wide open, with likely terrorist sleeper cells ready to
strike at any time.

For Blinken to stand in front of the cameras grandstanding as if he’s really some kind of
tough guy leading an empty paper tiger into battle, essentially issuing the ultimatum to
China that if it chooses to not abruptly suspend its limited minor support for Russia’s already
independent capacity to wage war in Ukraine, then Blinken says the United States on its
own will have to take some kind of decisive action against Beijing, of course omitting what
that entails. This wimp is a total joke, just like his Braindead boss and fellow traitor Austin in
the  Pentagon.  But  clearly  to  China,  Blinken’s  grandstanding  is  provocative,  if  not
threatening. And for this weasel to laughably try to play the heavy in an overt failed attempt
to intimidate China, when in fact the world knows it’s the US/NATO that is the actual woke
military weakling, compared to Russia and China’s superior combat strength and readiness.
Blinken only comes off as the blindman’s bluff fool to the rest of the world. Complying with
Illuminati bloodline demands, America and Israel are being used as the “fall guy patsies” to
make our world far more dangerous each passing week on the pathway to Armageddon.

Both China and American foreign policy officials  glossed things over,  claiming the two-day
meetings were productive and helpful  at  reducing the flared up tensions from ten months
ago with the wag-the-dog Chinese balloon surveillance fiasco. China’s Foreign Minister Wang
Yi  assessed  the  meetings  this  way,  paying  lip  service  to  so-called  “progress”  while
reiterating his very real, sobering concerns:

Overall the China-U.S. relationship is beginning to stabilize. This is welcomed by our two
people… [But] the negative factors in the relationship are still increasing and building,
and the relationship is facing all kinds of disruptions. China’s reasonable development
rights have been unreasonably suppressed and our core interests are facing challenges.

Bottom-line,  China  is  the  threat  rapidly  overtaking  America  in  top  dog  power  and
performance.

And regarding the regional wars, they’re brewing into ever-more heated contention as still
far  from  resolved,  growing  conflicts,  with  the  elephant  in  the  room  Taiwan  perhaps  the
biggest showdown still to come. While the US feebly maintains its longstanding one China
policy on paper only, sending $8 more billion in preparation for the next war on the Eastern
horizon as a potential disaster looming with no sign of resolution in sight.

Moreover, the arrogant bully US using its litany of economic sanctions as a coercive club,
punishing any and all nations that dare refuse submitting to globalist/US rape, pillage and
plunder, the former sole superpower has tons of gall demanding that China not support its
strategic ally Russia, accusing its limited non-weapon trade as causing the war to drag on.

If the US/EU/NATO stopped sending its deadlier, as-time-goes-by war weapons to Ukraine, it
would have been over years ago. Again, in US exceptionalism, it’s always “do as I say, not
as I  do.” This unabated arrogance is  only making America’s rapid fall  into the empire
graveyard that much faster, karmically destined and realistically unavoidable. If  the US
traitors following their masters’ orders, were the only ones along with their masters to suffer
for  their  ungodly  sins,  I’d  be  satisfied  with  them  all  reaping  what  they’ve  sewn.  But
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tragically,  for  years  to  come,  millions  in  the  US/West  stand  to  suffer  the  bloodiest,  most
painful consequences, paying so harshly for the egregious betrayal and treason perpetrated
against them by their puppet leaders strictly following Lucifer’s orders.

*
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